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N1. Employees, politicians not under Kisan Samman ambit, says Centre
Times of India-Feb. 06 , 2019
Towards this end, efforts are on to rope in National Informatics Centre (NIC) to build a search engine
which could easily identify the Aadhaar data. Search ...
N2. Report corruption through official app
The Hindu-Feb. 05 , 2019
The entire complaint/report is encrypted using secure encryption, officials of the National Informatics
Centre here, which developed the app, said.
N3. Transforming forest governance the digital way
The Hitavada-Feb. 06 , 2019
National Informatics Centre (NIC) enabled leased line and BSNL's broad based connectivity secured
audio-visual connectivity among the field officers, Head ...
M1. Safeguarding citizens' rights on social media: Par panel summons ...
Outlook India-Feb. 05 , 2019
The panel has also called representatives of the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology to
appear before it during its meeting scheduled for February ...
M2. Data Localisation: 'One-size-fits-all approach will be harmful'
Financial Express- Feb. 06 , 2019
Gopalakrishnan S, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, had a slightly
different view. He said the purpose of law was to bring in ...

M3. Centre Directs WhatsApp To Find Solutions Against Spread Of Fake ...
NDTV- Feb. 05 , 2019
"Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology issued notices to WhatsApp conveying that they
need to come out with effective solutions that can bring in ...
M4. India is reportedly proposing new laws to clamp down on popular ...
CNBC- Feb. 06 , 2019
India's Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology has introduced draft legislation for such apps
that run on user-generated content, and which have ...
CS1. India ranks first in the Digital Maturity global rankings according to Dell
Gadget Bridge- Feb. 05 , 2019
Digital Leader's and Digital Adopter's percentage has increased in India, ... years in India are
Cybersecurity, Internet of Things tech, Multi-cloud environment, ...
O1. Govt rejects Trai's proposal of free internet for poor
Times of India- Feb. 06 , 2019
Aruna Sundararajan, TC chairperson and also the secretary of the telecom ministry, said that the highpowered body did not support the idea of setting up data ...
O2. Spectrum to Railways: Telecom department to seek regulator's views
Financial Express- Feb. 06 , 2019
As per telecom secretary Aruna Sundararajan, the DoT has never allocated access spectrum to anybody
without charging till now and that is why, the view of ...
O3. Telcos deploy 3.4 lakh public Wi-Fi hotspots
Economic Times- Feb. 05 , 2019
The department of telecom (DoT) has submitted the architecture adopted by private telecom service
providers that have deployed 3.4 lakh Wi-Fi hotspots, to the ...
O4. CtrlS building hyperscale tier-4 datacenter facility in India
Economic Times – Feb. 06 , 2019
Digital demands from businesses arising out of explosion of data and its mandated localization by the
government, billions of connected devices, and large-scale cloud adoption by enterprises are giving rise to
a new breed of data centres - Hyperscale data centres.
O5. Parliamentary Committee schedules hearing for citizen rights on social media

Economic Times – Feb. 06 , 2019

The Parliamentary Committee on Information Technology, headed by BJP MP Anurag Thakur, will
examine the issue of "Safeguarding Citizens Rights on Social and Online News Media Platforms" next
week.
O6. WhatsApp bats for the importance of privacy, adds Touch & Face ID
feature to iPhones
Economic Times – Feb. 06 , 2019
NEW DELHI: Aiming to keep its messages on iPhones safe from prying eyes, Facebook-owned
messaging app WhatsApp on Tuesday introduced Touch ID and Face ID functionality on the devices.
O7. App of world’s largest health insurance, PM-JAY, launched; now on
Google Playstore
The Hindu Bussinessline – Feb. 05 , 2019
The world’s largest cashless health insurance scheme — the Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojana (PMJAY), popularly known as the Ayushman Bharat — is now active on Google Playstore and one can
download the PM-JAY app to access scheme details.
O8. Himachal Pradesh govt to webcast budget via app
Express Computer - Feb. 06 , 2019
In a first for Himachal Pradesh, the state’s budget will be webcast through a mobile application,
according to an official. Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Jai Ram Thakur launched e-Vidhan application
through which the webcast will be done.

